ABOUT MOTTO BY HILTON

Motto by Hilton is a new urban, lifestyle hotel brand designed to help guests live like a local in prime global locations.
The brand takes the best elements of a lifestyle hotel – centrally located urban locations, modern design, the best
of the neighborhood food and beverage and a local vibe – to cater to today’s travelers looking for one-of-a-kind
experiences. Motto empowers guests by giving them the freedom and flexibility to customize their own experiences
in the world’s most sought-after cities, creating a new type of stay for all guests, whether traveling for work or play,
solo or in a group.

MOTTO BY HILTON HIGHLIGHTS
PRIME LOCATION

SMART ROOM TECHNOLOGY

Motto is the launch pad to the city, as the brand puts guests
at the center of it all with a carefully curated portfolio in
the most desirable urban locations around the world. The
Motto guest has the ability to connect with the neighborhood
culture and have authentic experiences in that destination.

Each Motto room is equipped with smart room technology that
makes it easy for guests to stream their favorite shows, adjust
the room temperature, and set a lighting vibe – all with the
Hilton Honors app.

MOTTO COMMONS

Each Motto property has unique food and beverage
offerings, including craft coffee shops, restaurants and bars
that are the local hot spots of the neighborhood and attract
both guests and locals alike.

The Motto Commons is more than just a lobby, it is the
neighborhood gathering space. Motto Commons is the place
guests can begin and end their day with local craft coffee, a
full service bar and curated local cuisine. The Commons offers
varied seating options (work, group and lounge), convenient
power plugs and plenty of natural light.
No two Motto Commons will look or feel the same.

FLEXIBLE GUEST ROOMS
Motto’s travel-sized rooms have everything guests need
with a smaller, more efficient footprint. Every locally
inspired room offers clever design, flexible furniture and
premium bath amenities. Rooms are available in multiple
configurations, including King, Flex and Bunk Bed, and
guests can reserve up to nine Connecting Rooms to create
the ultimate multi-use space ideal for larger groups. Each
room includes a top-notch mattress guaranteeing guests a
solid night sleep.

F&B DESIGNED FOR LOCALS, LOVED BY GUESTS

LOCAL HOSPITALITY
Motto is pioneering the design of urban lifestyle hotels through
flexible architectural and conceptual planning that naturally
weave into the fabric of the neighborhood. Guests will be
greeted and assisted by “Motto Hosts”: Team Members
at each property who are in the know about the city and
neighborhood and will happily help provide access and curated
recommendations about the local scene.

OUR NEIGHBORHOODS
WHERE YOU CAN VISIT US
IN THE FUTURE:

WHERE YOU CAN VISIT US
NOW:
• Washington, D.C. City Center
• Philadelphia Rittenhouse Square
• New York City Chelsea

•
•
•
•
•

Atlanta Old Fourth Ward
Indianapolis Downtown
Lima Miraflores
Brooklyn Downtown
Sao Paulo Ibirapuera

•
•
•
•
•

Savannah Historic District • New York City Times Square
Rotterdam, Netherlands
Tulum, Mexico
Bentonville Downtown
Recife Antigo

•
•
•
•

Cleveland Ohio City
Guadalajara Centro Historico
Mexico City Condesa Roma
San Diego Gaslamp Quarter

Motto by Hilton Washington, D.C. City Center

Motto by Hilton Philadelphia Rittenhouse Square

Motto by Hilton New York City Chelsea

CONTACT INFORMATION

WEBSITE

For additional information or media inquiries,
visit our Press Center at Stories.Hilton.com.

mottobyhilton.com

SOCIAL MEDIA

As Motto by Hilton responds to the COVID-19 pandemic, some services and amenities have been adjusted in order to adhere to health and safety
guidance from local government. For more information on Hilton’s resources visit Hilton CleanStay and Hilton EventReady.
Motto by Hilton guests can enjoy the benefits of Hilton Honors, the award-winning guest loyalty program for Hilton’s distinct hotel brands. Members will
have access to benefits such as Digital Key, flexible payment options using Points, exclusive member discounts and free Wi-Fi.
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